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Editorial

Welcome to the inaugural issue of Radiate.
Thanks very much for buying or downloading the magazine; your support is greatly appreciated and we hope you enjoy the pages
that follow. It has been hard work getting this
first issue to press, but more importantly the
featured photographers have put a lot of effort into their work over the years, and we
think it shows in the results displayed here.
Interest in street photography continues to
rise rapidly in 2011; it would be hard to deny
otherwise in the face of new international
photo festivals, soon-to-be-influential books
like Street Photography Now and the growing
number of active blogs, magazines, collectives and other online communities of street
photographers and fans of street photography. But Radiate isn’t here to ride on the coattails while the genre enjoys something resembling popularity. Far from it.
The reason for launching this magazine is,
by and large, to give a platform to street
photographers whose work we really enjoy
seeing. It’s as simple as that. We’re not here
to make money (there are no ads inside and
the print cost of the magazine ise set to cover
production and postage only). There's no hidden agenda. We’re only here to share great
photography.
Many of the photographers featured in the
following pages are unprofessional, but like
their professional counterparts they spend
hour after hour pacing the streets and documenting, a compulsion that’s impossible to
switch off. These are the people appearing
in your Flickr photostream, your RSS feed or
self-publishing through websites like Blurb,
passionate about street photography (past
and present), the issues surrounding it, and
consistently sharing their great photographs
with the wider world.
We hope you enjoy their images.
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Q&A

Radiate Magazine: First of all can you tell
us a few bits and pieces about yourself: where
you’re from, how long you’ve been interested
in photography, which other photographers
you like and why? Which cameras do you
shoot with?
John Battaglia: I am from a small town in
northern New Jersey; I grew up very close
to New York City. I have been interested in
photography since I was 16 years old, so
about five years now. I have been shooting
street photographs going on three years now.
I have always found inspiration from the
masters of street photography; specifically
Garry Winogrand, Saul Leiter, Leon Levinstein, Charles Harbutt and William Klein. I
think that our photographic tendencies and
philosophy somewhat align. Lately I have
been enjoying less picturesque work with a
newer vision by photographers like Morten
Anderson and Antoine D’Agata. I think it is
important to mix the old with the new.
I shoot rangefinders, and have a small
collection of Leicas. Lately I have been
using my M2 but I also own an M6 and
an MP that get used from time to time. I
really enjoy my Bessa R cameras as well.
I use a wide range of focal lengths but if I
had to pick one it would be a 50mm.
My darkroom is my bathroom, I have it
rigged so I can develop on a Jobo and silver print on my old Leitz Valoy. It is very
important to me to develop and print
my own film. At surface level it may just
look like I am snapping away, but I am a
real technician when it comes to the photographic process.

RM: One of the most striking things about your
photographs is the darkness, or the darker mood
that appears within some of them. With the series ‘Overcast’, for example, it’s interesting to see
these moments where people look beaten down
by the weather, or perhaps the stress from their
jobs, or the overall pressure that comes from living in a city. It's as if the decisive moment is just
round the corner, ‘x’ amount of time away, when
the subjects of the photographs actually finally
explode with rage or just give up struggling to
survive life. Why do you find these scenes and
these people interesting?
JB: 'Overcast' is a combination of dark
and nostalgic photographs from New
York and Chicago, two cities which I frequent. 'Overcast' is about the human condition, a theme I try to portray and sympathize with throughout all of my work.
I believe that we live our lives emotionally closed off from others. We are very
isolated, trapped in our own heads. On
buses and trains we don’t look at each
other, we keep to ourselves and stay
quiet. We walk the streets with our heads
down except for a few voyeuristic glances at each other. This is overcast to me,
it’s the social fog that exists in public.
However, once in a while, there are these
quick moments when people give in and
begin to speak to me through gestures.
For an instant you know who they are
and what they are feeling. I am intuitively drawn to this vulnerability; it gives me
a dose of reality I can’t get elsewhere; not
from the television or the news, not on
some social network and sometimes not
even from those closest to me.
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RM: On a similar theme, the way you have
photographed some of the financial workers
in ‘Avarice’ shows them with the marks of incredible strain all over their faces. This may
well be a loaded question, but do you have
much sympathy with their predicament over
the past few years? Have you got a sense that
there’s been a stronger anger against bankers
in either the US or Europe?
JB: I was 19 years old on Wall Street
and witnessing the stock market crash.
I saw the disregard the men coming out
of the NYSE had towards the public and
the press. Sometimes they would laugh
at us, sometimes they would just run to
their chauffer and drive off. It seemed
like a lot of these guys believed that they
operated on a higher level than the public. In a way, they made it easy for me
to make these pictures because of the
abrasive attitudes and gestures that were
very common at the time of the crash.
The idea behind those photographs was
to show those guys exactly how they
appeared. I wanted raw expression, the
kind of bitterness and apathy that just radiates off them. It’s not that I don’t have
sympathy (we are only human), I just
don’t have faith in a system that has no
accountability.
In my eyes the backlash towards the
bankers was strong everywhere, but
I felt it most strongly on Wall Street in
2008.
RM: What was the idea behind ‘Creep’? The
final photograph in that series of your shadow
poking the shadow of a passer-by is amusing
… are you lampooning the idea of the photographer as a kind of legitimate pervert?!

‘Sometimes
photographs
happen that
are so off
the wall that
it makes me
question
whether or
not the camera is a device
that captures
reality.‘
8

JB: Like most of my series, 'Creep' had
been shot long before I realized it. I find
it extremely interesting the way photographers treat their subjects, because we
really can’t help it. 'Creep' was an exploration of how I treat my female subjects
through the lens. The pictures should tell
you more about me than those portrayed.
That last picture in that series is of a
Hasidic woman passing me by in Brooklyn. Days earlier I learned that their
religion prohibits men from touching
women unless they are closely related,
so I got the courage up and gave her a
friendly poke.

RM: How much time and effort do you put into
the order of a series of photos? They flow together really well. They’re also quite short; are
you a tough editor, and if so is that something
that you find comes naturally?
JB: I think a website should show an accurate example of the photographer's
work, but it should never show all of
it. I edit very precisely because I don’t
want to get off topic, and I feel that I risk
that by showing too much. I will always
know what I am trying to say, but will
the viewer? I think that’s a legitimate
question for a photographer to ask.
The series on my website devolved into
smaller edits after a long period of time.
I definitely toughened up on myself over
the years. When I edit I do the same thing
as when I shoot, I just try to do what
looks and feels right.
RM: 'Scatterbrain' contains some amazing
photographs. What's the theory behind it?
JB: Thank you. 'Scatterbrain' references a
state of mind. I get lost in my own reality, I wander about staring, completely
oblivious to the world and those around
me. In this mindset I could care less about
an 'Overcast' or an 'Avarice' moment, I
just want to let my subconscious go, let it
explore and let it create. Sometimes photographs happen that are so off the wall
that it makes me question whether or not
the camera is a device that captures reality. I learn a lot about myself this way,
I instinctually find moments and situations that I may not have been able to
find if I were looking for them.
RM: People more familiar with photography,
or fellow photographers viewing the series,
might well see beauty where others would
dismiss something as ‘grotesque’, ‘ugly’ or
‘deformed’. How, if at all, are you looking to
make people viewing the series feel?
JB: That part of the deal is purely subjective and relies heavily on who is viewing the images. However, when someone
views 'Scatterbrain', I would encourage
him or her to not seek explanation. All
I want them to realize is that our sometimes-mundane reality can provide us
with the spectacular, but only if you let it.
RM: How long do you tend to shoot for when
you’re out and about? Short, controlled 
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‘All I want them to realize is that our sometimes-mundane reality can
provide us with the spectacular, but only if you let it.‘
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bursts or hours of pacing around? Do you go
through any dips in energy or motivation when
it comes to photography? Do you hit the same
neighbourhoods in New York or do you try and
vary where you shoot as much as possible?
JB: It’s a funny equation. If I go out and
shoot ten rolls in one day the odds are that
I’ll have nothing but standard looking street
photographs. This doesn’t stop me from
shooting all the time and creating mounds
of contact sheets full of junk. I never leave
the house without my camera though and,
usually, my best pictures happen when I am
just going about my day-to-day activities
and something catches my eye.
It is very important to me that I switch up
locations from time to time and break out
of my comfort zone whenever possible, ☞
I really believe that helps me. Carrying
a camera at all times helps with the motivation, because even if I don’t want to
shoot that day I usually get side tracked
and start shooting anyway.
RM: It looks like you’ve visited quite a few
places from your website; Dublin, London, Paris
and St. Petersburg are the obvious ones. What
similarities or common sights are you drawn to
in otherwise very different cities? Is there anywhere in particular you’d love to photograph?
JB: I am most interested in seeing how people interact with the physical environment
of a city. It is important that I see not only
the city centre but the outskirts as well. I
have found that spending time on public
transit and watching people in their routine makes for good images. I love a city
that has a good nightlife; I can’t stand it
when a city goes dead after a work day. I
would like to make my way over to Italy in
the near future, specifically Milan.
R
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Paul Trevor
Like You've Never Been Away
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Lodge Lane, Toxteth, Liverpool, 1975
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Kids' den, Mozart Street, Toxteth, Liverpool, 1975
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P

aul Trevor’s photographs of mid-70s
Liverpool are an incredibly valuable
record of a place that has changed
considerably in the ensuing three and a half
decades. First coming to the city as a 27-yearold in December 1974 to work on a project
with two other photographers called ‘Survival Programmes’, Paul's aim was to document
the scale and complexity of inner city deprivation in the UK, as well as people's responses to it; in addition to Liverpool the three
photographers also visited London, Birmingham, Newcastle, Glasgow and Belfast.
The result of the extensive project was a
book entitled ‘Survival Programmes: In Britain’s Inner Cities’, published by the Open
University Press in 1982. Paul stayed in Liverpool for six months, but only a fraction of
Paul’s work in the city was ever published.
25 years later Ian Boland, a 13 year old Liverpudlian in 1975, contacted Paul out of
the blue, enquiring about the pictures he
remembers the photographer making. After some correspondence, a disk of around
300 images was sent to Ian, and he confirmed that he was the child with the cap
on in the picture reproduced on page 18.

They discussed the idea of Paul re-visiting
the city, making new photographs of the
other children who appeared in his pictures
(many of whom were now in their 40s and
had kids of their own). Ian offered to help
Paul track people down, and two community events were organised in the Toxteth
and Everton areas of Liverpool, where local
residents were able to view a selection of the
photographs. Additionally, a large selection
of images was uploaded to Flickr, inviting
people to get in touch with any information. (Googling ‘Paul Trevor Liverpool 1975’
should get you there.)
Some of the children he photographed have
since made contact. Paul is intending to
make new pictures of them and hear about
their lives since they last met. An exhibition
of the 1975 photographs, entitled Like You’ve
Never Been Away, is on display at the Walker
Art Gallery in Liverpool until 25 September 2011. A book of the same name has been
published by the Bluecoat Press, Liverpool.
Paul hopes that ongoing media coverage, as
well as the popularity of the exhibition in
Liverpool, will result in even more people
getting in touch.
R
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Haigh Heights, Haigh Street, Everton, Liverpool, 1975
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Lodge Lane, Toxteth, Liverpool, 1975
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Rosebery Street, Toxteth, Liverpool, 1975
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St Bernard, Kingsley Road, Toxteth, Liverpool, 1975
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From Poland
with love...

U

n-posed is the newlyformed home for several Polish street photographers. Founded in 2011, the
aim of the collective is to
promote the achievements
of Poland-born street photographers living abroad.
Below are short biographies of the featured artists,
and over the following pages we feature a selection of
their excellent work, more
of which can be seen at
un-posed.com.

Michal Adamski
Michal was born in 1976 in
Poznan, Poland. He began
exploring
photography
with a digital camera, but
now captures the majority
of his photos on film.
He enjoys observing people
and likes to feel the energy
of the city when he is making photographs, which is
why he has always looked
to the streets for inspiration.
In 2009 he helped to establish the Poznan Photography Group ‘STREETM’,
which specialises in street
photography as well as
photojournalism.

Damian Chrobak
Born in Jastrzebie Zdroj,
Poland, Damian studied at
the Academy of Photography in Warsaw. After the
first year he decided to look
for a different direction and
began his search for a style
of photography he could really call his own.
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He came to London, where
he completed a course on
black and white photography at the University of
the Arts. Discovering street
photography was a turning
point is his life and Damian
has been documenting London's street life ever since.
He has held solo and group
exhibitions in Poland as
well as in England. In January 2010 he was honoured
to receive a membership of
ZPAF (Association of Polish Art Photographers).

ABOVE: ZBIGNIEW OSIOWY
PREVIOUS PAGES: zbigniew osiowy

Maciej Dakowicz
Maciej is a photographer,
doctor of Computer Science
and co-owner of a photo gallery (the Third Floor Gallery
in Cardiff). He left Poland in
2000, and travelled to Hong
Kong. In 2004 he ended up
moving to Cardiff, working
at the University until 2009,
before becoming a full-time
professional photogtrapher.
He has been travelling and
taking photos in various
countries for the past ten
years, frequently visiting India. When in Cardiff, he photographs the city's night life,
and the results have been
published in mainstream
newspapers, various magazines and too many websites
to count.

Tomasz Lazar
Tomasz was born in 1985 in
Szczecin and studied Computer Science at the Zachodniopomorskie University of

Technology. He took part in
workshops with Tomasz Tomaszewski and, like Damian
Chrobak, is a member of
ZPAF. Loves coffee and good
music. Currently travelling.

Zbigniew Osiowy
Zbigniew’s hometown is
Jaroslaw, and he graduated
from the Technical University of Wroclaw after studying Geoengineering, Mining and Geology. He has
worked for ‘FORUM’, the
Polish Agency of Photographers, and currently lives
in London (the base for his
projects "Tube Photography" and "London EC£").
Since 2009 he has worked
for the Polish newspaper
Rzeczpospolita.

Pawel Piotrowski
Pawel was born in 1986 and
received his first camera from
his mother as a birthday gift.
He shoots mainly on lightsensitive materials, in black
and white and colour, but
sometimes shoots in digital.

Further Viewing
To see more images by the
photographers as well as
those of Andy Kochanowski
and Piotr Koszczynski, two
members of un-posed not featured here, please see the collective’s website. The site also
includes a selection of work
by three pioneers of Polish
photography, Boleslaw Augustis, Wlodek Krzeminski
and Wlodek Pniewski.
R

ABOVE: PAWEL PIOTROWSKI

BELOW: MACIEJ DAKOWICZ

BELOW: TOMASZ LAZAR
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TomasZ LAZAR
PREVIOUS PAGES: TomasZ LAZAR
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TOMASZ LAZAR
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zbigniew osiowy
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zbigniew osiowy
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DAMIAN CHROBAK
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DAMIAN CHROBAK
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DAMIAN CHROBAK
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DAMIAN CHROBAK
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MICHAL ADAMSKI
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MICHAL ADAMSKI
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MICHAL ADAMSKI
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MICHAL ADAMSKI
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MACIEJ DAKOWICZ
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MACIEJ DAKOWICZ
FOLLOWING PAGES: MACIEJ DAKOWICZ
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pawel piotrowski
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pawel piotrowski
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Charlie Kirk
48

Charlie Kirk goes by the pseudonym
‘Two Cute Dogs’ on Flickr. If you were to
check out his photostream on that site –
and you should – you'll see that it shows
an incredible growth of natural talent
during the two years or so it has existed.
It looks like something clicked with
Charlie in 2010. Even the most casual
of browsers will notice that the quality
of images he posted online during that
year rises steeply, the work of a photographer that had decided to get closer to
his subjects, and to consciously become
more involved in the ebb and flow of the
street; to be an active participant, rather
than a passer-by. Adopting on occasion
the confrontational style of a flashing
Bruce Gilden or Mark Cohen, and fuelled with coffee, cigarettes and beer, he
uses artificial light as a tool to drive the
action, capturing the instant and surreal
reactions of the subjects. It may well be a
cliché, but the old adage that a smile and
a good vibe goes a long way when you

are shooting the street couldn't be more
true. To date he remains un-scarred.
The results, over the past twelve months,
have largely been striking. While the
surprised reactions of the subjects Charlie photographs often amuse, the more
empathetic, poignant series shot in the
aftermath of the Tokyo earthquake in
March 2011 (four images of which are reproduced here on pages 50-56) shows a
photographer with an interesting future
ahead.
As Tokyo reeled at the magnitude of the
quake (and events elsewhere in Japan)
Charlie managed to spend time wandering around the stations in Roppongi
and Akasaka, documenting those left bemused, injured, unable to get home and
struggling to contact loved ones.
Several prints were donated to the Flickr
Charity Print Auction group in the wake
of the earthquake, raising thousands of
dollars in the process.
R
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11 MARCH 2011
PREVIOUS PAGES: 11 MARCH 2011
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11 MARCH 2011
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11 MARCH 2011
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SAPPORO
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SHINJUKU
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SHIBUYA
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AKASAKA
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SHIBUYA DEMO
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F*CK YOU
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Misho
Baranovic
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DAYLESFORD
PREVIOUS PAGES: V-LINE TRAIN

Misho Baranovic was
born in the Slovakian
capital Bratislava but
moved to Melbourne
just over 25 years ago.
He bought his first
DSLR - a Canon 10D - in
2002, and in the following years he experimented with various types of
photography (including
food). A couple of years
ago he began using his
iPhone more and more
for street photography,
and now uses the phone
as his principal camera,

Q&A
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often carrying out the
processing of the images using mobile applications. As the technology
powering smartphones
continues to evolve rapidly, so do the attitudes
towards mobile photography, and we caught
up with Misho for his
take on things.
Radiate Magazine: Congratulations on holding an
exhibition ('New Melbourne:
Mobile Street Photography'
at the Matt Irwin Gallery

in June 2011). How did it go
and what kind of reaction did
the photos get from the people attending? Was it a lot
of work preparing the photos
and the exhibition space?
Misho Baranovic: Thank
you, the exhibition went
very well. We had a great
turn out on the opening
night and ended up selling a few images. I had an
overwhelmingly positive
response from exhibition
visitors. It was quite a bit
of work getting the space,

FEDERATION SQUARE

working through the photographs and printing.
I was particularly interested in limiting off
camera processing in the
printing process. Luckily,
I was able to work with a
great printer, Matt Irwin
(a talented Melbourne
photographer), who was
respectful enough to replicate the on-phone quality in print. It was very
rewarding and a great
process to go through.
Can’t wait to do it again.

RM: Which other photographers do you like, and
why?
MB: I have a limited
knowledge of photography history, but am a
fan of the classic street
photographers;
Josef
Koudelka, Robert Frank
and Helen Levitt. I admire their honesty, their
courage in reaching fearlessly for a pure moment.
I am also being challenged by the work of a

number of mobile photographers; they include
Oliver Lang, a fellow
Australian who hunts
for the sublime in sunny
Sydney. I’ve also recently
discovered the work of
Chun Tong Chung (aka
'Hideous Manki'). His
work is raw, reflexive and
at times very funny.
RM: Talking of sunny
Sydney, an article on
Street Reverb (streetreverbmagazine.com) recently
asked a few Australian

and Australia-based photographers about the light
there, and the extent that it
informed a particular style
of modern Australian street
photography. What are
your thoughts on that? Is
the light something that can
be taken for granted a little
in Australia?
MB: No, I don’t really
think so; the light can be
bright, but I do not think
that it is a big factor in
my photography. As a few
[photographers] in the 
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OPPOSITE: WEST FOOTSCRAY
TOP: ARMADALE
BOTTOM: QUEENS STREET MALL

article discussed, I think
it has more to do with
the 'Australianess' of the
imagery, the people, the
character of the place.
I have just returned from
a two week trip in TimorLeste and found the light
to be even more intense
than here. I enjoyed the
challenge of deep shadows and blinding highlights, really lets you focus
down the image.
RM: What’s the general ‘feel’
of the streets like in Melbourne? Do you get much
hassle from security guards,
the police or people upset
about being photographed?
Would you say it’s obvious
to passers-by that you’re
taking a photo?
MB: I’ve never been hassled by security guards or
police. I must look trustworthy. The Melbourne
laneways are a safe and
open place for street photographers. I am rarely
confronted by passers-by,
most are oblivious or uninterested in what I’m doing. The more I shoot the
less I hide my process. It

is about confidence, as
soon as I feel nervous or
am trying to conjure up
an image, then people
sense my energy and react to my negativity.
I was confronted recently, by a cheap suit salesman who took issue with
being in my shot. He did
threaten violence, which
made me sad. Who gets
that worked up about
a photo? I did bait him
though ... refused to do
my ‘I’m sorry I’m a photographer, don’t mind
me’ act.
RM: When do you normally
take pictures? How long do
you spend shooting generally? Do you linger in places
you find interesting or are
you always on the move?
I take pictures whenever
I can. When I go for a
photo walk I often shoot
for an hour or two; after
that I lose focus and fall
into old, tired patterns.
I change my approach
depending on either my
mood or the light. If I
find a good patch of light,
I will hang around and 
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‘I was confronted recently, by a cheap suit salesman
who took issue with being in my shot. He did threaten
violence, which made me sad. Who gets that worked up
about a photo?‘

hope for an interesting image to manifest itself.
RM: Obviously these days
smartphone users can take a
photo, edit it and post to the
web in a matter of minutes,
if they want to. What are
the main benefits of this, in
your opinion? Are there any
drawbacks?

Olympus ad campaign that
attacks mobile photography (www.getarealcamera.
com). This shows me that
mobile photography is increasingly recognised as a
popular and growing form
of photography.

RM: There’s still quite a lot
of snobbery towards iPhones/
camera phones in general
from those shooting the street
with more ‘traditional’ cameras. Have you experienced
it first-hand much? Can you
see attitudes towards mobile
photography changing?

Nearly all visitors to my
exhibition, which was all
shot and processed on my
mobile phone, were positive. They wanted to know
more about my process, the
apps, how I share images.
Some did ask why I told
people that they were mobile photos, that I should
let the images speak for
themselves, that I did not
need the crutch, an excuse.
This is an interesting point
and something I am yet to
reconcile. But I do think
that it is more than using it
as a camera, there is a clear
departure of the process
and sharing which a conventional camera cannot
yet replicate, but I imagine
soon will.

I haven’t encountered too
much negativity, except
maybe for the most recent

RM: On your Tumblr you
posted great documentary
photographs made just after

MB: The main benefits are
portability, convenience and
rapid community feedback.
It means that I can process
the image on the spot, I can
use the environment to influence my processing choices. Drawbacks ... the expectation, personal and peer, of
daily uploads. Though this
ensures I keep shooting.
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the Queensland floods in December 2010 / January 2011,
during the clean up. Have
things generally returned to
normal for the majority of
people in Queensland? Are
documentary projects something you would consider doing more often in the future?
Thanks, the iPhone was
a great tool to document
the Queensland floods. It
let me participate in the
clean up while also being
able to snap away. I think
regular
photographers
would struggle to do both.
Brisbane is pretty much
back to normal, a few
walkways are still closed,
a few ferry stops yet to be
rebuilt but all in all the city
has bounced back.
I am drawn to reportage.
As mentioned, I’ve just
returned
from
TimorLeste. While there, I tried
to apply my street style
to a foreign destination;
fighting,
resisting
the
urge to fall into travel
photography. I’m happy
with the images from the
trip.
R

EAST TIMOR
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ABOVE: EAST TIMOR
BELOW: OFF COLLINS STREET
OPPOSITE: ANZAC DAY
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ABOVE LEFT: FLINDERS STREET STATION
LEFT: FLEMINGTON
ABOVE RIGHT: FEDERATION SQUARE
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SKYLINE FROM FERRY
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BRUCE BYERS
Burce, in his own words, has spent over 35 years perfecting the art of observing. With a wealth of professional experience matched with a sensitive eye,
Byers captures his observations with evocative results. The images reflect a
range of emotions, immersing the viewer in a world of private moments;
unstaged and unstructured, these images reflect spontaneous moments of
introspection, isolation, joy, serenity and playfulness on the streets of New
York City and elsewhere. The genuine feelings communicated in Byers' work
represent the true spirit of life in its everyday guise.
Byers has traveled all over the globe preserving his observations on film. He
explains, "I am intrigued by the emotional power of an individual's private
reveries, typically unobserved by the outside world".
R
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TWO WORLDS
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HAT IN CROWD
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KILL SADDAM
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MAKE YOUR POINT
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MIME
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DOG WALKER
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SLEEPING IN CHAIRS
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Justin Sainsbury
From the series 'Show'
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Shipping Forecast’ by the Magnum
photographer Mark Power...

Richard Kalvar, Martin Parr and Jeff
Mermelstein.
Radiate Magazine: There’s seemingly
a kind of English eccentricity on display
in your photos. What do you think are
the main reasons for the eccentric side
of people’s characters coming to the fore
so much in their leisure time?

For Justin, a turning point came after he visited the exhibition of ‘The

Justin Sainsbury: Looking back
through the book, I think it was the
mysterious edge to the pictures, a
dark undercurrent that you can’t
quite put your finger on. I didn’t
consciously realise this at the time
but it started me looking at documentary work. During a reasonably prolific spree of book buying I came across the pictures of
Garry Winogrand, Tony Ray-Jones,

ustin Sainsbury is based in Worthing, on the South Coast of England,
and has spent most of his 40 years
living in the area. He has been interested in photography for around
ten years and while dabbling with a
number of disciplines (wedding, studio and promotional photography)
he has always returned to taking
unposed pictures of people in public
situations.
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JS: In fairness, I probably wouldn’t
generally describe the people I’ve had
conversations with at this sort of event
as particularly eccentric. I would say

Q&A

they lead pretty balanced lives and the
community aspect is social and part
escapist.
RM: Are you surprised by what you see
at certain events, though, or by what some
people choose to do with their spare time?
(Rather than being judgemental, it’s fascinating that a lot of people will go to a
field at the weekend, get dressed up, and
re-enact a battle that happened hundreds of
years ago, in the same way they may think
it’s odd that someone would walk around
the streets with a camera for hours on end.)

JS: With regards to the living history folk, you find that they often
participate in more than one group
or historical period. In fact, in one
case it turned out they were professional actors who found an income
performing. So, I think the interest
can stem from a number of reasons:
a fascination in history, commercial entertainment or even theatrical interests. Many had been extras
in films and there is a real pride in
costume authenticity. What has surprised me is how some might 

PREVIOUS PAGE (LEFT): EAST PRESTON FUN
DOG SHOW, 2008
PREVIOUS PAGE (RIGHT): WEST SUSSEX
RABBIT FANCIERS SHOW, PAGHAM, 2009
ABOVE LEFT: DOGS TRUST FUN DOG SHOW,
SHOREHAM-BY-SEA, 2008
ABOVE: SHEEP FAIR AND DOG SHOW,
FINDON, 2008
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forcefully distance themselves from
other similar groups who they feel
don’t exercise the same level of
care in historical accuracy. This is
probably where the eccentricity
reputation seeps in and I admit to
having found myself thinking that
they were taking it all a little too
seriously.
RM: With the series ‘Show’, pictured in
part here, there’s a real sense of people’s
pride in their animals in some of the
photographs, be they pets or livestock.
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Have you seen any competitions descend into arguments? Or even outright violence?
JS: Only once, and this was at a small
village ‘fun’ dog show. Outside the
ring, a pretty lively puppy of a certain breed had a go at another dog.
The owner took a swipe at the offending dog and all hell broke loose
between the owners! Unfortunately,
like everyone watching I was in a
bit of shock and failed to remember
I had a camera around my neck. The

lively puppy then proceeded to bark
and growl at all the other entrants in
the ring. The thing I remember most
was the sheer determination of the
owner to display his dog and he
seemed genuinely proud of its temperament. I don’t remember seeing
any rosettes pinned on its collar.
RM: A recurring argument bandied
around the internet is that whimsical or
witty street photographs may not last
for long in the memories of some viewers. As someone whose photographs are 
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ABOVE LEFT AND ABOVE: SOUTH OF ENGLAND SHOW, ARDINGLY, 2009
FOLLOWING PAGE: HAMPSHIRE COUNTY FAIR, ROMSEY, 2009
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‘There have been a
few occasions where
other photographers
and visitors have
been pretty disparaging about what
Worthing has to offer.
I bite my tongue and
am happy to keep
things to myself.‘
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often light-hearted, do you get frustrated
at all when this kind of criticism is raised?
JS: This may well be the case; perhaps it’s similar to going to see a
stand-up comic and failing to recall any of the jokes after the show.
I wouldn’t say this frustrates me as
I just take pictures of what interests
me; I guess I’m not trying to launch
myself into people’s consciousness.
I actually prefer an ‘odd’ or ambiguous outcome to something humorous and the ones I really like have

something extra – mostly it’s a psychological or sociological reflection
of what’s happening.
RM: England’s coastal towns often
have more of a distinct character than
those inland, perhaps due to the polarized feelings associated with them: fun
and enjoyment mixed – in some places
– with a sense of faded glamour and of a
golden age having passed. What do you
think of them as places to live? And is
there any difference when you think of
them as places to photograph?
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ABOVE LEFT: MAINE COONE GUILD CAT SHOW,
WORTHING, 2009
ABOVE: SOUTH OF ENGLAND SHOw,
ARDINGLY, 2008

JS: In terms of pictures, I think Worthing’s been pretty kind to me. It’s hard
to pinpoint but even though it can
be pretty quiet I seem to maintain a
certain degree of success that hasn’t
made me feel I want to be elsewhere.
It's a bit of a cliché, but I think you can
find interesting pictures anywhere
and there are a number of fairly
unique characters here. Having said
that, I love the rare trips I get to London due to the concentration of action
and feeling of anonymity. I also get to

Brighton a fair amount and this is entirely different and I would say unique
in some parts. There have been a few occasions where other photographers and
visitors have been pretty disparaging
about what Worthing has to offer. I bite
my tongue and am happy to keep things
to myself.
RM: Do you find it harder to shoot
in quieter towns where there are less
people around and there’s nowhere to
‘hide’, compared to London or other 
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cities, where it’s much easier to blend
into the crowds?
JS: I wouldn’t say it’s harder – sometimes, with busy parts of London for
instance, it’s actually really difficult
to isolate things or organise elements
without them being too messy. Having said this, I do like chaotic scenes
and part of the delight is trying figure out what elevates some of these
busy pictures into keepers.
RM: How long do you shoot your projects for, generally speaking? Do you
usually have a packed calendar ahead of
weekend events you’d like to attend and
document?
JS: In the past I’ve spent at least two
years on some projects and have set
out a calendar of events. Basically,
I will continue any theme until my
interest wanes. More recently, I’m
just happy to take in any event as
it comes up and fill my free time
with street photography (for want
of a better description). After experimenting with project ideas and
running with themes, I find myself
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coming back to the realisation that I
function better looking at a variety
of subject matter. In short, I like to
mix it up. It takes some time, but
I love the idea and process of putting together disparate pictures – often taken in different environments
that contain a similar message, even
if that’s just a gesture or matching
colour. Having just put together a
self-published book along this line
[see the back page - Ed], this is now
how I want, for the time being, to
progress.

RIGHT: CHIDDINGLY HORSE AND
DOG SHOW, 2008

RM: Do you have a particular favourite
from the ‘Show’ series?
JS: The shot with the dog owners outside the rabbit show [pages 82-83] stills
hold some fondness for me. Other than
the fact I like the composition I have no
idea why! Sometimes, I think we have
a tendency to over-analyse individual
pictures. More often than not, luck
plays a big part in success. I think the
key is to just keep going whilst the passion is strong – you’ll make your own
luck and occasionally get the timing
right to do the situation justice.
R

‘I think the key is
to just keep going
whilst the passion is
strong – you’ll make
your own luck and
occasionally get the
timing right to do the
situation justice. ‘
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